
➢ Is this book fiction or nonfiction? What gives you clues? 

➢ Think about the title? Why might it be called this?

➢ Read the blurb below, what sort of marvelous things might 
happen?

Wonderings…. #1



Reading Out Loud
Read this scene and record yourself aloud using Seesaw.  
You might want to practice a few times.  
Play your reading back to yourself to make sure you are happy 
with it.

1. Expression
- Have you made your voice interesting to listen to?

2. Fluency 
- Does your reading flow, or are you stumbling over words?  
- Practice reading the text to yourself as many times as you 
need

3. Punctuation 
- Do you stop at full stops?  
- Do you pause briefly at commas? 
- Do you speak louder when you see an exclamation mark?
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Travel Guide
James and his friends end up up in 
New York City but don’t know 
anything about the city. 

Create and design an entry for a 
travel book.  Include information, 
such as population, geography, 
travel directions from New Zealand, 
history, things to do/see, interesting 
facts, weather, and anything else 
you think will be needed.  

Include photographs, headings and 
good information.

Think about how you will set out your 
page(s).  Make sure it is clear and 
easy to read.  You can use Google 
Slide / Google Docs #3



Character 
Study
Choose a character from James and the 
Giant Peach, draw and DESCRIBE your 
character choice.

On a piece of paper draw what you think 
they look like.

Write down all the information you know 
about your character around your picture.

If can add ‘real facts’ about your character 
to add extra detail.

Character Choices: 
James, Old-Green-Grasshopper, Ladybug, 
Centipede, Earthworm, Silkworm, Lady 
Spider, Glow-worm, Aunt Sponge, Aunt 
Spiker).
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKE_F_l5FzQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKE_F_l5FzQ


Investigate 
the Author!
Take the time to research 
Roald Dahl.  

● Where did Roald Dahl live?

● Has Roald Dahl written other books?

● How long does it take him to write a 
book?

● What is his best selling book?

● Is Roald Dahl still alive?  If so, how old is 
he?  If not, when did he die and how old 
was he?

● What else could we find out about Roald 
Dahl?
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Vocabulary!
These words are all from the text.  
What do they mean?  Choose 5 and 
put them into a sentence to show the 
meaning (draw a picture to support 
you definition).  

● ramshackle (pg 2)

● peculiar (pg 4)

● reclining (pg 26)

● pandemonium (pg 56)

● ascent (pg 67)

● gigantic (pg 86)

● infuriated (pg 87)

● enthralled (pg 91)

● squelch (pg 107)

Word:  peculiar

Definition: 
Means unusual or odd.

Sentence:
It was easy to spot the house on 
the street as it looked so peculiar.
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Problem 
Solving...
● Measure the height / circumference of a normal 

peach. What might the height and circumference 
of the giant peach be?

● How much would tickets to see the giant peach 
be? How much might it cost for a family of four?  
What if it was half price for kids under the age of 
8?

● Find out how many legs different types of 
centipedes really have. Can you find pictures of 
different centipedes and count the legs?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73ax6ZrcUx4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73ax6ZrcUx4


Art...
Redesign the front cover of James and the 
Giant Peach.

1. Either draw on a piece of paper and upload to 
Seesaw

OR

2. Use https://www.postermywall.com/ and upload to 
Seesaw
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https://www.postermywall.com/


Research...
I want to grow a peach tree but 
don’t know what I will need and 
what I should do.  Can you 
help?

Find out how to best grow a 
peach tree.  Write up 
instructions with an illustration 
to support your text.
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Cartoon!
In Chapter 27 they meet 
the Cloud-Men.  

Draw a cartoon of the 
Cloud-Men pelting 
hailstones onto the peach 
as James and his friends 
travelled over the sea. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4e0NR6IEP8


Science…
● Find out about the insects in the story. What do 

they look like? What special features / abilities 
do they have? What do they eat? Can you 
make a food chain that includes one / some of 
them?

● What forces are involved when the peach 
starts to roll down the hill. Can you plan and 
carry out an investigation to find different types 
of surfaces that might make it roll more quickly 
/ slowly?

● Why do things float? Can you investigate 
different objects (including a peach) to find out 
if they float or sink?

● How do real insects help us? Use the 
information in Chapter 25 to help you.
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